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Understanding Mendelian errors 
in SNP arrays data using a Gochu 
Asturcelta pig pedigree: genomic 
alterations, family size and calling 
errors
Katherine D. Arias1, Isabel Álvarez1, Juan Pablo Gutiérrez2, Iván Fernandez1, 
Juan Menéndez3, Nuria A. Menéndez‑Arias1 & Félix Goyache1*

Up to 478 Gochu Asturcelta pig parents‑offspring trios (61 different families) were genotyped using 
the Axiom_PigHDv1 Array to identify the causes of Mendelian errors (ME). Up to 545,364 SNPs 
were retained. Up to 40,540 SNPs gathering 292,297 allelic mismatches were identified and were 
overlapped with SINEs and LINEs (Sscrofa genome 11.1). Copy number variations (CNV) were called 
using PennCNV. ME were classified into eight different classes according to the trio member (“Trio” 
meaning no assignment) and the allele on which ME was identified: TrioA/B, FatherA/B, MotherA/B, 
OffspringA/B. Most ME occurred due to systematic causes: (a) those assigned to the Father, Mother 
or Offspring occurred by null or partial null alleles characterized by heterozygote deficiency, varied 
with family size, involved a low number of loci (6506), and gathered most mismatches (228,145); (b) 
TrioB errors varied with family size, covaried with SINEs, LINEs and CNV, and involved most ME loci 
(33,483) and mismatches (65,682); and (c) TrioA errors were non‑systematic ME with no sampling 
bias involving 1.2% of mismatches only and a low number of loci (1939). The influence of TrioB errors 
on the overall genotyping quality may be low and, since CNV vary among populations, their removal 
should be considered in each particular dataset. ME assignable to the Father, Mother or Offspring may 
be consistent within technological platforms and may bias severely linkage or association studies. 
Most ME caused by null or partial null alleles can be removed using heterozygote deficiency without 
affecting the size of the datasets.

When using SNP arrays data, Mendelian Errors (ME) can be defined as the identification of variant calls incon-
sistent with the rules of Mendelian inheritance. Although ME can reflect true genomic variation arising from 
de novo mutations, in the case of correct pedigree information they more likely result from genotype calling 
errors. At least in humans, estimates of the de novo mutation rate are assumed to be ∼  10–8 per  locus1,2 while, in 
the literature, ME rates are substantially higher, often varying from 1.2 ×  10–3 to 0.15 per  locus3,4. Although not 
all genotyping errors result in Mendelian  violation5, ME can be identified with certainty and factors contribut-
ing to their appearance, such as the presence of genomic alterations such as either short, SINEs, or long, LINEs, 
interspersed nuclear elements,  studied6.

Genotyping errors due to technical issues can vary with the genotyping  platform7,8. Furthermore, although 
joint academic-industrial efforts have developed algorithms successful in improving genotyping accuracy, their 
performance may be lower if systematic errors of the array reaction exist or the typed sites are located in genomic 
regions carrying copy number  alterations9,10 usually referred to as Copy Number Variations (CNV). CNV are 
DNA segments ranging in size from 50 base pairs (bp) to several megabases (Mb) in which insertion, duplication 
or deletion events have  occurred11,12. CNV modify the number of A and B alleles and, therefore, their intensities 
from the array causing misclassification. Actually, a successful genotyping approach should depend on the relative 
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relationship between the A and B alleles from the  array10. In Illumina SNP arrays, the alleles at each position are 
determined according to the intensity of a probe signal at a specific marker compared to the expected intensity, 
and the normalized B-allele  frequency13. The genotyping software accompanying Affymetrix SNP arrays com-
pares the allelic intensities detected for every SNP with those obtained for a number of probe quartets, each of 
which is composed of a 25-base-pair either matching the target sequence or not (on the 13th base) for alleles A 
and B separately using a Mahalanobis distance classifier under a Bayesian  framework14,15.

ME assessment can be informative on the accuracy of variant calling  pipelines16,17. Furthermore, the assess-
ment of Mendelian Errors is considered useful to characterize the quality of genotype  calling3,6,18–20. It may 
contribute to avoid undesirable effects on genetic analyses, such as reducing power in linkage and association 
studies and, particularly, causing confusion in studies aiming at the identification of rare variants or de novo 
 mutations6,21,22.

The identification of ME needs the availability of reliable and dense pedigrees formed by a sufficient number 
of parent–offspring trios as well as the assumption that ME can result from diverse error mechanisms including 
the inheritance of the maternal  allele6,8. The greater the number of closely related individuals is in a pedigree, the 
more power and the higher accuracy the pedigree allows for error detection and  estimation3. Gochu Asturcelta 
is an extremely endangered pig breed kept in Asturias (Northern Spain) belonging to the Celtic pig strain of the 
Iberian  Peninsula23. Recovery program allowed to obtain a complex  pedigree24,25 useful to follow Mendelian 
inheritance across parent–offspring trios and within full-sib litters. This research uses genomic profiles of a 
sample of Gochu Asturcelta data to ascertain the extent to which different factors such as technological issues, 
family structure or genomic features including CNV and the presence of interspersed nuclear elements can affect 
calling quality causing ME. The importance of systematic and non-systematic errors in SNP arrays data and the 
need of implementing marker-based quality-control measures are discussed.

Methods
Samples and genotyping. Data consisted of 492 Gochu Asturcelta individuals forming 478 parent–off-
spring trios that could be summarized into 61 different families (descendants of the same parental couple). Indi-
viduals were obtained from 96 registered litters (formed by two known parents and their offspring in a farrowing 
season). The available pedigree is illustrated in Fig.  1. Structure of data is fully described in Supplementary 
Table S1 and summarized in Table 1. Offspring genotypes derived from 15 genotyped boars and 28 genotyped 
sows.

Individuals were genotyped using the Axiom Porcine Genotyping Array (Axiom_PigHDv1) for pig 
 genotyping26 containing assays for 658,692 SNPs with SNP positions based on Sscrofa genome build 11.127. 
The software Axiom™ Analysis Suite v4.0.3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to create both 
standard genotypic .ped and .map files and intensity data useful for CNV calling. SNPs with ambiguous chromo-
some locations and SNPs located on either sexual chromosomes or mitochondrial DNA were excluded. Only 
animals with at least 95% of their SNPs called and individual SNPs with at least 99% call rate were considered. 
No thresholds for Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) or departures from Hardy–Weinberg (HW) proportions were 
applied to allow a correct identification of ME. Finally, a total of 545,364 SNPs with an average call rate of 99.79% 
were retained on the 18 Sus scrofa autosomes (SSC).

Identification, quantification and annotation of Mendelian Errors. The program COLONY 
v.2.0.6.83,28 was used to verify parentage in the pedigree.

SNPs and individuals showing ME were identified fitting the—mendel option of the program PLINK v.1.9. The 
software iterates through all trios and all variants checking for these  errors29. Loci in which ME were identified 
were hereafter referred to as ‘ME set’. Considering the parental genotypes (either homozygous or heterozygous), 
the origin of the ME was assigned to the Father, the Mother, the Offspring, or the “Trio” when it was not pos-
sible to ascertain on which member of the trio occurred the genotype calling error. Moreover, considering the 
frequency of the allele on which the Mendelian violation was identified at a locus, ME was further classified as 
either A (occurring on the most frequent allele) or B (for the less frequent allele). Consequently, ME were classi-
fied into eight different classes: TrioA; TrioB; FatherA; FatherB; MotherA; MotherB; OffspringA; and OffspringB. 
These ME classes are expected to account for possible bias due to the sex of the parental allele  inherited8 and the 
possible influence of changes in allele frequencies due to the genomic  alterations5,6 in ME occurrence. Using the 
function—hardy of PLINK, heterozygote deficiency or excess ( FIS ) was computed for each locus in the ME set 
as FIS = He−Ho

He
 , being He and Ho the expected and the observed heterozygosity, respectively.

Possible calling errors causing the appearance of either null alleles or false alleles on an SNP were also consid-
ered. SNPs included in the ME set were classified as Allele-Drop-Out (ADO; i.e. ‘missing’ alleles at a locus) when 
no heterozygote genotypes were identified in the whole typed population but homozygous genotypes existed for 
both the A and the B alleles. In turn, SNPs were classified as Allele-Drop-In (ADI; alleles that are additional to the 
parental genotypes) when: (a) all reproductive individuals were homozygous for the same allele but heterozygous 
genotypes were identified in the offspring  (ADIhet); and (b) all reproductive individuals were homozygous for the 
same allele but homozygous genotypes for the other allele were assessed in the offspring  (ADIhom).

Following Pompanon et al.4 ME rates were quantified as: (a) Mean error rate per locus ( el ) as el = ml

nt
 ; and (b) 

Mean error rate per allele ( ea ) computed as ea = ma

2nt
 , were ml is the number of single-locus genotypes including 

at least one allelic error, ma , the number of allelic mismatches, and nt , the number of replicated single-locus 
genotypes.

The intersectBed function of the  BedTools30 software was used to overlap the ME set with two categories of 
repeat elements: long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINE) 
using the Sscrofa genome build 11.1.
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CNV calling. The program  PennCNV31 was used to perform CNV calling from the 18 autosomes of each 
individual in the dataset. PennCNV implements a hidden Markov model to detect CNV based on the log of the 
observed probe hybridization intensity divided by the expected probe hybridization intensity of SNPs (LRR) and 
the proportion of B alleles at an SNP (BAF). To adjust genomic waves, the—gcmodel option was used. Overlap-
ping between the CNV and the SNPs having ME identified in each individual was assessed using the intersectBed 
function of the  BedTools30 software.

Basic statistical analyses and visualization of data. Gochu Asturcelta pedigree was visualized using 
the library  visPedigree32 of R environment. Correspondence analyses aiming at the assessment of the relation-
ships between the eight classes of ME, CNV alterations, and annotated repeat elements were performed using 
the library  FactoMineR33 of R environment. Eigenvectors computed on each individual using correspondence 
analyses were used to construct bidimensional dispersion plots using the library  ggplot234 of R environment. 
Manhattan plots were constructed to illustrate data variation per chromosome and a count plot illustrating the 
relationships between the ME set loci and the eight classes of ME was created using the library  ggplot234 of R 
environment as well.

Figure 1.  Gochu Asturcelta pig pedigree available. Numbers within circles are the identifications of the 
reproductive males (boars; in blue circles) and females (sows; in orange circles). Numbers within green squares 
inform on the offspring size of a parental couple excluded the offspring kept for reproduction. Green circles 
indicate that a given parental couple had one offspring only.
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Ethics declarations. SERIDA is adhered to the Ethical Committee in Research of the University of Oviedo 
(Spain) which ensures that all research with biological agents follows Good Laboratory Practices and European 
and Spanish regulations on biosecurity under the Regulation of February 13th, 2014 (BOPA no. 47on February 
26th, 2014). In any case, blood and hair root samples used in this project were collected by veterinary practition-
ers working for the Gochu Asturcelta Breeders’ Association (ACGA), with the permission and in presence of the 
owners. For this reason, permission from the Ethical Committee in Research of the University of Oviedo was not 
required. In all instances, ACGA veterinarians followed standard procedures and relevant national guidelines to 
ensure appropriate animal care.

Results
Description of the ME set. Full data are given in Supplementary Table S1. A total of 40,540 SNPs ( el = 
0.074) gathering 292,297 allelic mismatches attributable to ME ( ea = 5.45 ×  10–4) were identified. Up to 24,312 
(60.3%) loci had inconsistent calls in a single trio (hereafter referred to as ‘unique’6), substantially contributing 
(0.0446) to the total mean error rate per locus. Up to 37,183 SNPs (66,303 mismatches) had ME in less than 10 
individuals and 3,121 loci (225,994 mismatches) had ME in more than 10 individuals. Up to 293 loci gathered 
200 ME or more and 17 of them had at least 300 mismatches (Supplementary Table S2; Fig. 2A). Most loci hav-
ing ME were located on SSC1 (5044 SNPs -12.5%- and 35,690 mismatches -12.2%-) and SSC13 (4015 SNPs 
-10.0%- and 15,667 mismatches -5.4%-) whereas porcine autosomes 12, 17 and 18 gathered less than 3% of the 
loci included in the ME set (Supplementary Table S2).

ME, varying from 331 to 2016 per individual (611.5 per individual on average), were identified in the 478 
parent–offspring trios available (Table 1; Supplementary Table S1). Family size varied considerably (from 1 to 
34). The total number of mismatches per family had a clear covariation with family size (Supplementary Fig. S1) 
meaning that the higher the family size the higher the number of mismatches identified in a family.

CNV and interspersed nuclear elements. PennCNV identified a total of 5,450 CNV across individuals 
summarized in 3549 CNV (Supplementary Table S3; Fig. 2B). Most of them (76.3%) were classified as duplica-
tions, whereas 16.5 and 6.5% of the CNV identified were classified as heterozygous and homozygous deletions, 
respectively. The CNV identified varied from 1 to 73 CNV per individual. Porcine autosomes 1, 2, 8, 9 and 13 
carried 400 or more CNV (2445 in total). SSC16, 17 and 18 gathered less than 2% of the CNV identified each. 
Up to 2262 of the CNV identified (42%) spanned SNPs included in the ME set (Table  1). Altogether, CNV 
overlapped with a total of 13,359 (33%) of the loci of the ME set gathering 100,648 mismatches (Supplementary 
Table S2). SSC1, SSC13 and SSC4 gathered most of the ME loci located within CNV (23.4%; Supplementary 
Table S2).

A total of 8889 SNPs (22% of the total) included in the ME set, gathering 50,222 mismatches, were located 
within LINEs. These figures were lower for SINEs (2058 loci and 13,716 mismatches). Most ME loci located 
within interspersed nuclear elements were identified on porcine chromosomes 1, 9 and 2 (Supplementary 
Table S2).

Characterization of the ME identified. Table 2 gives the frequency of the ME identified per error class. 
The origin of most mismatches identified could be assigned to either the Father (36.8% of the total) or the Mother 
(38.2%). Within parental classes, the number of mismatches identified on the A and the B alleles was well bal-
anced, varying from 17.6% (FatherB class) to 19.3% (MotherB class) of the total. A total of 69,284 mismatches 
could not be assigned to any member of the parent–offspring trio. Failure in assignment mainly occurred for the 

Table 1.  Structure of data. Maximum and minimum values are in brackets.

Variable Totals With Mendelian errors (ME)

Number of individuals 492 478

Number of parent–offspring trios 478

Number of families 61

Number of boars 15

Number of sows 28

Number of litters 96

Mean offspring per family 7.8 [1; 34]

Mean offspring per litter 5.0 [1; 12]

Number of genotypes 545,364 40,304

Mean number of sites per autosome 30,298 [13,334; 62,927] 2239 [765; 5044]

Mendelian mismatches 292,297

Mean number of ME per individual 611.5 [331; 2016]

Number of CNV identified 3549 2262

Number of SNPs within CNV 56,737 13,359

Number of sites overlapping SINEs 26,676 2058

Number of sites overlapping LINEs 92,972 8889
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less frequent allele with the TrioB class gathering 22.5% of the mismatches identified but it also had the lower 
mean mismatches per individual (3.43). Two-thirds (20,980) of the SNPs having ME classified as TrioB were 
unique. The proportion of mismatches assigned to Offspring was very low (1.2%) and mainly occurred on the 
more frequent allele (OffspringA class).

In any case, 4604 loci (11.4% of the ME set) gathered 227,970 mismatches (78% of the total) that could be 
assigned to various ME classes. Figure 3 illustrates the frequencies of the ME loci assigned to two-by-two errors 
classes: on the bottom left corner, the loci having ME classified into both the Mother and the Father error classes 
(2837 loci and 215,105 mismatches) had a balanced representation in the other parental error classes, illustrating 
the high proportion of shared loci among such classes; furthermore, the two Trio error classes (on the upper 
right corner of Fig. 3) shared a low proportion of loci with other ME classes.

Although the TrioB error class gathered the higher number of both loci and mismatches in the ME set 
(Table 2), both the mean number of mismatches per individual (3.43) assigned to this class and the mean num-
ber of families in which such ME class could be identified (1.97) were the lowest in the ME set. On the contrary, 
errors classified into the OffspringA and OffspringB classes occurred in the larger number of families (22.61 
and 29.25, on average, respectively). Furthermore, mismatches assigned to the Offspring error classes tended to 
accumulate in the same individuals (Table 2). Up to 87% of the loci having errors classified as OffspringA and 

Figure 2.  Manhattan plots illustrating: (A) the number of Mendelian Errors per SNP (on the Y-axis) and 
porcine chromosome (on the X-axis); and (B) the CNV identified on the individuals typed using the PennCNV 
calling platform (length of the CNV, in kb, is on the Y-axis).
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all loci with ME assigned to the OffspringB class had mismatches assigned to the Father and the Mother classes 
(Fig. 3; Supplementary Table S2).

Most typed loci did not show either heterozygote excess or deficiency (Table 2). Only 2% of the loci belonging 
to the ME set had heterozygote excess ( FIS ≤ − 0.2; 796 SNPs). Up to 4% of them had heterozygote deficiency ( FIS 
≥ 0.2; 1655 SNPs). FIS showed a marked variation between ME classes (Table 2). At the whole ME set level and 
within Trio error classes, loci did not show clear deviation on the expected number of heterozygotes with low 
and negative mean FIS values. However, the parental error classes tended to have heterozygote deficiency with 
positive FIS values ranging from 0.191 (MotherA) to 0.311 (FatherB). Up to 80% of the loci having ME assigned 
to the Father and Mother classes are in heterozygote deficiency ( FIS ranging from 0.1 to 1). This heterozygote 

Table 2.  ME frequency according to the eight ME classes defined. The following information is given: number 
of loci having mismatches in each error class, number of mismatches (proportion of the total mismatches 
identified in brackets), mean number of mismatches per both individual and family, and mean FIS (± standard 
deviation). Note that 4604 loci had mismatches assigned to two or more ME classes (see Fig. 4). Furthermore, 
the frequencies of Allele Drop-Out (ADO; 388 loci and 75,843 mismatches) and Allele Drop-In identified on 
heterozygotes  (ADIhet; 3447 loci and 5397 mismatches) or homozygotes  (ADIhom; 17 loci and 37 mismatches) 
per error class are also given.

ME class Allele

All Mendelian errors
Frequency of Allele-Drop 
errors

Number of loci Number of mismatches
Mean mismatches per 
individual Mean families per ME loci FIS ADO ADIhet ADIhom

Trio
A 1939 3602 (0.012) 11.9 4.12 − 0.011 (0.154)

B 33,483 65,682 (0.225) 3.43 1.97 − 0.044 (0.092) 1

Father
A 3718 56,211 (0.192) 57.37 12.47 0.231 (0.368) 0.272

B 2580 51,490 (0.176) 75.91 15.54 0.311 (0.397) 0.219

Mother
A 4304 55,103 (0.189) 50.38 11.16 0.191 (0.354) 0.232

B 3553 56,556 (0.193) 59.68 12.82 0.237 (0.374) 0.268

Offspring
A 262 2224 (0.008) 103.31 22.61 0.500 (0.340) 0.004

B 325 1429 (0.005) 174.75 29.25 0.708 (0.312) 0.004 1

Total 50,164b 292,297 − 0.023 (0.157) 0.272

Figure 3.  Geom-count plot illustrating the number of SNPs gathering Mendelian errors assigned to two-by-two 
of the eight ME classes defined according to the assignment of the origin of the error to a member of the parent–
offspring trio and the frequency of the alleles at a locus.
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deficiency scenario was even more marked for the Offspring error classes with mean FIS values varying from 
0.500 (OffspringA) to 0.708 (OffspringB).

Sources of variation of ME classes. Relationships between ME error classes and genomic features (CNV, 
SINEs, and LINEs) were summarized via correspondence analysis (Fig. 4). Dimension 1 (on the X-axis) sepa-
rates the Offspring classes from the TrioB class while Dimension 2 (on the Y-axis) separates the TrioA class from 
the Offspring classes. Interestingly, the TrioB class covariates with CNV, SINEs, and LINEs. In turn, the four 
parental error classes covariated on the X-axis.

Figure 5 shows density plots illustrating the variation of the minor allele frequency (column A) and the 
statistical probability (p) of deviation from the Hardy–Weinberg proportions (column B) for the eight classes of 
ME defined. Except for the TrioB class in which the minor allele tended to be in low frequency, MAF tended to 
be moderate. Loci having ME assigned to either the Father or the Mother tended to be in HW disequilibrium. 
However, this could not be assessed for either the Trio or the Offspring error classes, which mainly included loci 
in HW equilibrium. This pattern was the same for the variation of FIS within error classes: Parental and Offspring 
error classes had a marked heterozygote deficiency whereas the Trio error classes were formed by loci with FIS 
values near 0. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows (in column C) dispersion plots constructed according to the family 
size (on the X-axis) and the number of ME identified per family (on the Y-axis). Following the general pattern 
(Supplementary Fig. S1), the identification of ME is biased due to family size in most error classes. However, the 
Offspring error classes and, particularly, the TrioA class departed from this expectation.

Allele Drop‑Out and Allele‑Drop‑In. A total of 388 loci (1% of those included in the ME set) which 
gathered 75,843 mismatches (26% of the total) were classified as ADO (Supplementary Table S2). In general, the 
ADO loci had MAF values varying from moderate to high (average MAF = 0.216), were in high HW disequi-
librium with a strong deficiency of heterozygotes ( FIS = 1.0) and were mainly classified into the four parental 
(FatherA, FatherB, MotherA and MotherB) error classes (Table 2). ADO loci had no Trio mismatches. Up to 
3447 loci (gathering 5397 mismatches) were classified as  ADIhet. Seventy-seven percent of them (2648) were 
unique. All  ADIhet loci were in HW equilibrium with no deviation of excess or deficiency of heterozygotes ( FIS = 
− 0.002), had very low MAF (3415 loci with MAF below 0.01), and belonged to the TrioB error class. Up to 48% 
of the  ADIhet loci did not map into CNV, SINEs or LINEs. Only 17 loci (gathering 37 mismatches) were classi-
fied as  ADIhom. Although MAF was very low as well (ranging from 0.008 to 0.002), their behavior departed from 
that of the  ADIhet loci: all  ADIhom loci significantly departed from the HW proportions with high heterozygote 
deficiency ( FIS = 1.0) and were classified into the OffspringB error class.

Figure 4.  Dispersion plot constructed using the two canonical dimensions computed via corresponding 
analysis to illustrate the relationships between ME error classes, CNV, SINEs and LINEs. The Trio error classes 
are in circles, the Mother error classes are in triangles, the Father error classes are in squares, the Offspring error 
classes are in diamonds and CNV, SINEs and LINEs are in asterisks. Dimension 1 (on the X-axis) explained 
29.7% of the variance and Dimension 2 (on the Y-axis) 10.8%.
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Discussion
The occurrence of ME may depend on different genomic and non-genomic causes, such as differences between 
genotyping  platforms8,10,14, the presence of genomic alterations such as CNV, SINEs or  LINEs6,10, the allelic 

Figure 5.  Plots characterizing the SNPs included in the ME set according to the eight classes of ME defined 
(TrioA; TrioB; MotherA; MotherB; FatherA; FatherB; OffspringA; and OffspringB). Density plots of the minor 
allele frequency (MAF) are shown in column (A); density plots of the probability (p) of the deviation of the 
Hardy–Weinberg proportions (HW) are shown in column (B); dispersion plots constructed according to the 
family size (on the X-axis) and the number of ME identified per family (on the Y-axis) are illustrated in column 
(C); finally, density plots of the FIS variation are shown in column (D).
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frequency and the size of the offspring  typed18,21. Furthermore, the assessment of ME can be carried out using 
different  statistics3, linkage  disequilibrium22, or direct  observation6. Here, we split the observed ME into different 
error classes to give new insights into the causes of the presentation of ME in SNP arrays data.

Identification of ME in SNP arrays data partially depends on sample size (here family size; Supplementary 
Fig. S1). Therefore, since our data is not completely independent because they were obtained within a relatively 
little number of families varying in size, the variation in ME occurrence summarized in Fig. 4 may have some 
bias. However, three different ME classes (OffspringA, OffspringB and TrioA) were not dependent on family 
size (Fig. 5) and, therefore, the correspondence analysis (Fig. 4) added to the characterization of the causes of 
ME. However, the Offspring error classes do not show a clear pattern of variation due to sampling. According to 
literature, sample size is expected to affect the possibility of identifying ME in the  offspring18,35: ME identifica-
tion would be more frequent when the error occurs in a parent than in the offspring unless the number of typed 
offspring is large. However, despite families forming our data set were mainly bigger than those usually available 
in humans for similar  studies36,37, our results suggest that the identification of ME in the Offspring is rare and 
probably dependent on the systematic causes underlying the identification of ME in the parents.

Furthermore, literature suggests that identification of ME should be more problematic when the frequency 
of the minor allele is  low18,35. Our results depart from this expectation except for the case in which the ME could 
not be assigned to a member of the parent–offspring trio (TrioB). Loci classified into the TrioB error class had 
a particular behavior within the ME set: although they involve a large number of loci, both the number of mis-
matches per loci and the number of individuals having such errors at a given locus were very low. An extreme 
case of TrioB errors are the  ADIhet loci in which one allele is fixed in the individual with offspring in data and 
the ME occur in heterozygous offspring with a “new” allele added to the parental genotypes. Furthermore, TrioB 
errors do not alter HW equilibrium and FIS at the locus level. On the contrary to the TrioA errors, the probability 
of identifying TrioB ME increases with sample size. The latter suggests that ME assigned to the TrioB class occur 
due to systematic causes (Fig. 4). SINEs and LINEs, which are enriched within poly-A/T sequences, and CNV 
can cause differences in calling quality between the members of the parent–offspring  trio6,10, therefore hindering 
the correct assessment of the allelic frequencies of an  SNP38. Our results suggest that such genomic features can 
underlie the occurrence of TrioB  errors6,10. Furthermore, the influence of this type of genotyping errors may 
be variable among  datasets38. Although SINEs and LINEs may have a general influence on genotyping quality 
within species, CNV may not. Moreover, CNV are assumed to mirror particular population  histories39 and their 
importance and influence on the occurrence of ME should probably be assessed for each particular genotyping 
project unless sufficient evidence exists for a particular CNV in a species.

The behavior of the ME assigned to either the Father or the Mother paths (Figs. 3 and 4) suggests that parental 
error classes share the causes underlying these ME. Such error classes have balanced allele frequencies but tend to 
have significant deviations of the Hardy–Weinberg proportions and heterozygote deficiency (Fig. 5). In our data, 
a significant part of the mismatches assigned to parental error classes occur in loci having allele amplification 
difficulties (null alleles; ADO). They gathered the larger number of mismatches (Fig. 2A). Although the number 
of ADO loci is very low due to the conservative criterion used for its definition, it may not be discarded that many 
other loci having ME assigned to either the Father or the Mother could be ‘partial nulls’, widely characterized in 
microsatellite data  sets40,41, i.e. alleles with no fully codominant signal that do not always generate missing data. 
The ascertainment between null and partial null alleles may be difficult when sample size is  small42. Furthermore, 
our results suggest that ME assigned to Offspring can be extreme cases of calling problems also affecting to ME 
assigned to the parental (Father and Mother) classes: the number of ME assigned to the offspring is very low and 
most loci with OffspringA and OffspringB errors have mismatches on the parental error classes (Fig. 3). The main 
difference between the Offspring and the parental ME classes consists on that the Offspring error classes have 
the higher mean heterozygote deficiency (Table 2). ME assigned to either parental or offspring error classes may 
be consistent among populations within a given technological platform and, if kept in datasets used for either 
linkage or association studies, results may be severely biased.

Finally, ME assignable to the TrioA error class do not follow a distinguishable pattern of variation. TrioA 
errors occurred in a very low number of loci gathering the lowest number of mismatches per locus (1.86) and 
the lower number of total mismatches (1.2%). They are in loci with the minor allele having moderate to high 
frequency, mainly in HW equilibrium, most of them with no heterozygote excess or deficiency, and no clear 
sampling bias (Fig. 5). The ascertainment of the causes of the TrioA errors is not straightforward and, in general, 
could be considered non-systematic ME.

Since ME do not occur by chance, researchers routinely incorporate marker-based quality control measures 
to limit for spurious findings. These measures frequently consist in removing SNPs with MAF lower than 0.05 
and those that did not adjust to the HW expectation with a threshold (p value) of ≤ 0.001 (e.g., Manunza et al.43). 
However, applying such conventional quality filters may not always be advisable because of their major impact 
on the final number of loci gathered for  analyses6. The relevant subject is how these standard control measures 
affect the information provided by SNPs that do not gather ME.

From our data, fitting MAF ≤ 0.05 as a threshold cannot be recommended (Supplementary Fig.    S2): the 
removal of the 6.4% of the ME mismatches would imply the removal of roughly a third (31.7%) of the total SNP 
set available (173,032 SNPs). The use of HW test for quality control in SNP arrays data is not usually recom-
mended because of its low robustness and low statistical power. However, deviation of HW equilibrium applies 
to particular errors characterized by excess of  homozygosity3. In our data, the use of two different HW thresh-
olds (p values ≤ 0.001 or ≤ 0.0001) would imply the removal of a higher number of mismatches (70 and 66.7%, 
respectively) than with using MAF and a lower number of total SNPs (9 and 4.5%, respectively). In any case, 
the combined use of MAF (≤ 0.05) and HW thresholds (p < 0.001) would be inadvisable: although this strategy 
allows to remove the highest number of mismatches (222,422; 76%), it is done to the cost of removing the 40.8% 
of the SNPs (222,345) of the total dataset.
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On the contrary to the TrioB errors, ME assigned to a member of the trio with certainty gather a high num-
ber of systematic mismatches Therefore, null and partial null alleles can lead to the identification of spurious 
associations or linkage disequilibrium segments. The removal of such errors (or at least those we defined as 
ADO) appears  necessary44.

Our results suggest that removal of loci having ME caused by null or partially null alleles (i.e., ADO and 
ADO-like alleles) should be approached before using SNP arrays data for further analyses. Since null genotypes 

Figure 6.  Number of allelic mismatches (on the Y-axis) per loci illustrated according to FIS value (on the 
X-axis) and classes of ME. Plots (A), (B) and (C) show the TrioA mismatches, the TrioB mismatches, and the 
sum of the mismatches assigned to the Father, Mother or Offspring error classes, respectively. Loci that have 
either TrioA or TrioB errors only are in blue whereas loci having errors assigned to a member of the trio (Father, 
Mother or Offspring) as well are in red. Vertical lines represent FIS threshold of 0.2.
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could leave ‘footprints’ in SNP genotype data, including deviations from Mendelian inheritance and intense 
deviation from Hardy–Weinberg  proportions45, they can affect the quality of the SNP arrays data to a large 
extent. Approaching this via HW tests may cause the removal of an undesirable number of truly informative 
loci. The use of filters based on heterozygote deficiency can be considered an alternative. However, since differ-
ences in heterozygote deficiency can be caused by either extensive natural selection or inbreeding as  well42,44, 
this should be considered with caution due to Allele Drop errors only affect only a subset of  loci41. Mismatches 
assessed in our dataset are clearly biased to positive FIS values (Fig. 6). Therefore, applying thresholds for FIS ≥ 
0.2 allows to remove a significant proportion of mismatches (64%; 187,213) with the removal of a very small 
proportion of SNPs in the whole dataset (0.4%; 2041), most of them (1656) being loci included in the ME set 
(Supplementary Fig. S2).

In summary, our results contribute to the understanding of the causes and importance of Mendelian Errors 
in SNP arrays data confirming that all ME cannot be considered the same and that most ME probably occur due 
to systematic  causes6,46. Classification of ME into eight different error classes and the characterization of three 
Allele Drop sources of errors allow us to suggest that there are two main causes of most ME: (a) the presence at 
the locus location of genomic alterations such as CNV, SINEs and LINEs; and (b) the presence of null and partial 
null alleles. The presence of null alleles, although involving a limited number of loci affects a significant number 
of genotypes and can be challenging for association and linkage studies and the identification of rare variants in a 
genome. ME due to genomic alterations, however, can be particular for each population under study and may not 
have a strong influence on the results of either association or diversity analyses. Using FIS as a quality criterion for 
SNP arrays data may be enough to remove most mismatches due to the presence of null and partial null alleles.

Data availability
All data obtained are provided as Supplementary Tables and Figures (.xlsx file).
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